It’s not gas.
It’s better.

Tate Wall-mount Fireplace

TAH20R
Features
Flame
Revolutionary ultrasonic technology
produces a fine mist to create the
illusion of flames and smoke.
Media Bed
White rocks create a
contemporary effect.
Easy Fill Water Reservoir
Offers 12-14 hours of continuous
operation before refilling.
27-1/2"
69.5 cm

Safe
Completely safe, with no flame heat
or emissions.
Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only
pennies per hour.*
Green
The green alternative. No harmful
particulates or emissions and 100%
efficient.
Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard
household outlet.

35-1/2"
90.1 cm

6-3/4"
17.1 cm

The simple black frame of the Tate wall-mount fireplace leaves the revolutionary Opti-myst® flame
technology to shine and enchant its audience. The contemporary rock bed can be set to create
a meandering flame. The flame can be viewed with or without heat.
Revolutionary ultrasonic technology is used to create the flame and smoke effect of the Dimplex
Opti-myst®. As the mist rises up through the rocks, the light reflects against the water molecules
creating a convincing illusion of flames and smoke. The result is an appearance so authentic it
will be mistaken for a true wood-burning fire.
120 Volts / 1,400 Watts / 4,777 BTU
Model #

Description

Lbs / Kg

UPC

Carton Dimensions (WxHxD)

Cube

Inches

cm

ft3

m3

Package consists of two cartons.
DTTAH

Trim surround

34.1 / 15.5

781052 084773

39-1/2 x 31-3/4 x 7-1/4

100.3 x 80.5 x 18.5

4.76

0.15

DWOP20R

Opti-myst wall-mount engine

36 / 16.4

781052 084858

26-5/8 x 29-7/8 x 10-5/8

67.5 x 76 x 27

4.89

0.14

®
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Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step
assembly instructions allowing you
more time to enjoy your fireplace.
Remote
Includes a convenient remote control
for ease of use at your fingertips.

* Based on national average residential electricity
rate. Rates vary.

